PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
IMPACT PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS

are supplied by leading
manufacturers in the U.S.
The products that carry the
IMPACT label meet the
standards defined by
Refinish Distributors Alliance, Inc.
and are noted for quality and
consistency. IMPACT products are
field tested and tested
by the manufacturers and
continue to perform at a level that
exceeds customer expectations.
IMPACT PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS...
PROVEN QUALITY!!!
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PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS

PRODUCT
SPECIFICATIONS

BODY FILLERS AND GLAZES
Rite Lite
IMP2103-1

Bold Gold
IMP2101-1

Impact’s high-quality, clog-free,
lightweight body filler features
smooth spreading and easy sanding
making it a great value. Non-clog
formula adds greater value in
sandpaper savings. Blue cream
hardener included.

Impact’s easiest sanding body filler
is Bold Gold. Bold Gold contains a
unique ingredient that reduces heat
and friction created by aggressive
sanding. This product is formulated
for adhesion to galvanized steel
and aluminum. Bold Gold is stain
resistant for use with basecoat/
clearcoat paints. Blue cream
hardener included.

Get-A-Grip
IMP2102-1

Quick Glaze
IMP2201-32

Impact’s Get-A-Grip is an excellent
choice when working with today’s
high tech metals. Get-A-Grip is clogfree, lightweight and is formulated
for superior adhesion to galvanized
steel, bare steel and aluminum. This
product contains a unique ingredient
that reduces heat and friction
created by aggressive sanding. Blue
cream hardener included.

Impact’s Quick Glaze is a two-part
polyester finishing and blending
putty. Formulated for adhesion to
galvanized metal, aluminum, steel,
SMC, and O.E.M paint. Extra-thin
formula spreads smoothly. Easily fills
grind marks, pinholes, and uneven
surfaces. Sands easily. Pinhole-free.
Helps prevent staining or bleedthrough when used under basecoat/
clearcoat paint systems. Blue cream
hardener included.
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CHEMICALS AND SOLVENTS
Urethane Grade Spray
Gun Cleaner
IMP3102
This is a 100% virgin solvent
material designed to clean spray
equipment where Urethane paints
have been used. Designed to cut
the urethane paints better and last
longer in the gun cleaner cabinet
than Lacquer Thinner.
Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes.

Lacquer Thinner
IMP3201
100% virgin solvent blended to
be consistent every time. Fast dry
formula. Excellent cleaning power.
Available in 1, 5, 16 and 53 gallon
sizes.

Acetone
IMP3501

Xylene
IMP3701

100% virgin solvent. This widely
used solvent is very strong and
evaporates very fast. Excellent
polyester resin thinner. Cleaner for
glues, etc.
Available in 1, 5, 16 and 53 gallon
sizes.

100% virgin solvent. Mainly used as
a thinner for synthetic resins. Slower
evaporation rate.
Available in 1, 5, 16 and 53 gallon
sizes.

MEK
IMP3601

Final Kleen
Water Based Cleaner
IMP3801

100% virgin solvent. Similar to
Acetone but is slower to evaporate.
Not as strong as Acetone.
Available in 1, 5, 16 and 53
gallon sizes.

Zero VOC cleaner designed to replace
solvent based cleaners where needed
to meet VOC regulations. Removes
handprints, salts, and fats from
surfaces to be painted. Rust inhibitor
added.
Available in 1 gallon size.
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CHEMICALS AND SOLVENTS
Final Kleen
Solvent Based Cleaner
IMP3802

Wax and Grease
Remover
IMP3803

100% virgin solvent. Designed to
be used prior to painting. Removes
handprints, salts and fats left
behind on surfaces to be painted.
Fast evaporation and leaves no
residue.
Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes.

100% virgin solvent. Designed to be
used to clean surfaces of wax, grease,
tar and other contaminants from
surfaces prior to sanding for body
repair. Not recommended as a preclean prior to paint.
Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes.

Compliant Lacquer
Thinner
IMP3201V

Compliant Spray Gun
Cleaner
IMP3101V

100% virgin solvent designed
to meet SCAQMD rule 1171 for
California. Legal to use in all
regulated CA areas. High quality.
Fast evaporation. Excellent
cleaning solvent.
Available in 1, 5, 16 and 53 gallon
sizes.

100% virgin solvent designed
to meet SCAQMD rule 1171 for
California. Legal to use in all
regulated CA areas. High quality.
Excellent cutting power. Will not
leave any residue.
Available in 1 and 5 gallon sizes.
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MASKING PRODUCTS

Green Masking Paper
IMP5101 - 1,000’ Roll
28# Machine Finished Green Masking Paper. Lighter weight for
easier handling. Available in all widths.

Green Masking Paper
IMP5202 - 700’ roll
IMP5303 - 500’ roll
35# Machine Finished Green Masking Paper. Designed to
have better hold out than other heavier green masking papers.
Available in all widths.

Total Mask
IMP5401
Best masking paper available. Poly Coated Kraft paper. Best paper for
all paint systems including waterborne. Stronger that other poly coated
papers. Available in 500’ length rolls.

White Urethane Masking Paper
IMP5305
This is a Flouro-chemically treated paper designed for Urethane based
paint systems. Lightweight basis weight makes this paper ideal for
tight cornering and other intricate masking procedures.
Available in 750’ length rolls.
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PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS

MASKING PRODUCTS
Blue Poly Masking Paper
IMP5406
This is a poly coated news print paper. Poly coat will withstand
all paints to prevent bleed though. With the poly coat on the
outside of paper there is no chance of lint or fuzz to come off the
paper into the paint. Available in 700’ rolls.

Plastic Sheeting
IMP5808
USA Made. High-density plastic sheeting designed for overspray masking.
Corona Treated for excellent paint adhesion. Superior cling for 1 man
application. Clearly marked center shows which side to be painted.
Available in 12’ 14’ and 16’ widths.

Premium Plastic Sheeting
IMP5810
USA Made. 4 Mil thick. High Density Plastic sheeting designed for Critical
Edge painting. Corona treated for excellent paint adhesion. Superior cling
for 1 man application. Clearly marked center shows which side to be painted.
Available in 16’ and 20’ widths.

Collision Wrap
IMP5528
Strong 4-Mil self-adhering plastic film for protection of damaged
cars and trucks. Seals broken windshields, windows and
sprung doors against the elements. Keeps the interior free
from damage due to rain, snow, wind and dust. Film is seethrough transparent for safe visibility while moving the vehicle.
Aggressive adhesive is specially formulated to remain in place
during towing and windy conditions. Available in 36” x 100’.
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OTHER PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
Premium USA Made Paint Strainers
IMP6200 - 190 Micron / Fine
IMP6202 - 125 Micron / Extra Fine / Waterborne
USA made. 1,000 strainers per case. Contaminant-free, residue-free and
made with the highest-quality nylon mesh for worry-free paint filtering
every time.

Import Strainers
IMP6204 - 190 Micron / Fine

1,000 strainers per case. Nylon strainer. High quality paper
and mesh filter. Good alternative to IMP6200.

500# Folding Body Stand
IMP10100
1 piece folding body stand. Strong and durable design.
1.25” pipe size. Padded for protection of parts.

Paint Paddles
IMP6101 - 12” Length
IMP6102 - 8” Length
USA Made. Kentucky Pine paddles. High quality.
Strong wood.
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OTHER PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS
#9 Single Edge Razor Blades
IMP6000
USA Made. 100 blades per box. High-grade and long lasting. Great for
automotive applications. All single edge blades supplied with steel backs.

Graduated Paint Mixing Cups
IMP8100-8		
½ Pint Cup
IMP8100-8L		
½ Pint Lid
IMP8100-16		
1 Pint Cup
IMP8100-16L
1 Pint Lid
IMP8100-32		
1 Quart Cup
IMP8100-32L
1 Quart Lid
IMP8100-86		
2 ½ Quart Cup
IMP8100-86L
2 ½ Quart Lid
IMP8100-165
5 Quart Cup
IMP8100-165L
5 Quart Lid
USA Made. Graduated measurements printed on the cup. No need for mixing sticks. All popular
mixing ratios. Lids available in all cup sizes. IMPACT and Member branded options available.

Paint Cans
IMP128 - Gallon
IMP32 - Quart
IMP16 - Pint
Quality empty paint cans to meet your paint mixing
needs. Manufactured by Brockway Can Company.
Available in Arco Pack cases with lids.
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